Eyebrows After-Care
DO
Day 1






Wash your hands before you touch your brows
Dab off any fluid from oozing brows, every 10 –15’ or so, with a wet cotton pad dipped in
distilled water, squeeze well, before dabbing off (first day only use water wipes). Removing
the fluids allows for no scabbing.
Dry brows well, with a clean tissue.
Do apply a very thin layer of “Skin Candy” to the brows. Every time you dab/clean lymph
Day 2 - 14















Do gently and quickly wash your brows in the morning and at night to remove any bacteria.
Let them air out 5-10’
Apply a rice size “Skin Candy” given to you, 4-5 times a day for up to 14 days.
Apply a rice size moisturizer 3 times on a daily basis from day 14 onward
Apply sunscreen SPF 30 or higher when going out Especially on a sunny day
Apply generous amount Vaseline on brows before you take a shower
Wash your hair Last
Wear shower cap and cover the brows to protect them if you are not washing your hair
Dry your brows well from any water moisture. Allow to air dry well before applying moisturizer
Use small scissors to cut off any hanging flaking skin
Stay out of the sun for 2 weeks.
In case of swelling, put ice in a plastic bag, tie it closed, wrap bag with soft tissue and place on
brows to relieve swelling.
Use a Fresh pillow case as often as you need to.

DO NOT









Do Not Sleep on your face/belly
Do Not get the brows soaking wet during the healing process for 14 days, “except on day1”.
Do Not put anything (make-up, lotions) on the brows for 14 days.
Do Not sweat for 14 days - body heat expands the pores, sweat has salt and will prematurely fade, blur or
cause the pigment not to take at all.
Do Not scrub, rub or pick at the crust that forms. Allow it to flake off by itself. If it is removed before it is
ready the pigment underneath it can be pulled out. Do Cut off hanging skin with small disinfected scissors.
Do Not use any Retin-A or Glycolic Acids in the brow area during or after healing.
Do Not use a tanning bed for a month ... preferably, never!
Never rush the Healing process

Note: We want you to be thrilled with the results for the months ahead, so follow the instructions!
FAILURE TO FOLLOW AFTER-CARE INSTRUCTIONS MAY RESULT IN INFECTIONS, PIGMENT LOSS OR DISCOLORATION.
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